What’s Wrong with George Washington Crossing the Delaware?

Grades 5-8

Separate history from an artist’s brush stroke and discover the story behind George Washington crossing the Delaware River prior to the Battle of Trenton. While assembling an 11-piece puzzle, students will utilize history, art history, and literacy to dissect Emanuel Leutze’s 1851 painting Washington Crossing the Delaware and explore how Washington’s army overcame hardships in order to surprise the Hessians. This program experience is enriched through the use of period artifacts and replica Revolutionary War uniforms, including George Washington’s uniform.

Our Nation: Militia Flags to the Stars & Stripes

Grades 3-8

Discover colonial flags and the story behind our nation’s founding! Students connect early history with American symbols. Stars, stripes, militia flags, and popular songs played a key role during the American Revolution. Music provided enjoyment and fostered patriotism, while drumming boosted morale, as another tune would drum disgraced soldiers out of camp? How did certain music boost morale? What was the effect?
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